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BASIC DETAILS 

 

Built:      c.1810−40  

(Paxton’s Tower c.1808−12)  

Architect for Paxton’s Tower:  S.P. Cockerell) 

Bought by the Landmark Trust:  1966  

Architect for the restoration:  L. Beddall Smith  

Builder:      JG Rees & Sons  

Work completed:    1967 
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Summary 

 
Paxton’s Tower Lodge was probably built to house a caretaker for Paxton’s 

Tower, possibly by Sir William Paxton who built the tower, else or by his 

successor at Middleton Hall, Edwin Adams. It no doubt went with a small tenant 

farm or smallholding, but continued to house the custodian as well, as by the 

following letter from Dorothy Stroud to Country Life shows, drawing attention to 

Paxton’s Tower in 1954 on the bicentenary of the birth of its architect, S. P. 

Cockerell. She describes the approach to it thus:     

 

‘After climbing a steep lane the visitor stops just short of a farmhouse by a 

notice which reads ‘To Trespass 3d.’ Having settled this little matter at the 

farm, or by perching coins on the gate-post, a further climb of a hundred 

yards or so brings him to the tower and the magnificent views by which it 

truly earns its original title (The Prospect House). ‘ 

 

Paxton’s Tower Lodge is typical of the kind of housing that was built in the 

counties of West Wales in the late-18th century and throughout the19th century 

to accommodate the rapid rise of the rural population. The popularity of Classical 

architecture for gentry houses meant a taste for symmetry filtered down to 

humbler dwellings. Windows were now placed on either side of central doorways 

and chimney stacks at the end, rather than centrally. After the Industrial 

Revolution, new materials such as finely worked slates and iron bolts replaced 

oak pegs in the construction of roofs and these were both used at Paxton’s 

Tower Lodge, built in the first half of the 19th century. However, some late 18th-

century fashions persisted in more rural areas of West Wales.  

 

Paxton’s Tower itself was designed by Samuel Pepys Cockerell, probably before 

1805. It was still incomplete by 1822. There has been some speculation whether 

Cockerell’s son could have been the designer of the tower, after the discovery 

among C.R. Cockerell’s drawings of a faint, unsigned pencil drawing dated 1803, 

together with another sketch and a plan. It might therefore be the work of 

Cockerell the son and not the father. This seems unlikely, however, if only 

because the younger Cockerell did not enter his father’s office until 1805. 

 

Theories on Paxton’s motives for building the Tower range from a reported 

obsession with watching a favourite pair of greys drive all the way to Tenby, to 

proving his honour to the neighbours, having failed to win a seat in Parliament on 

the promise of building a much-needed bridge across the Tywi between 

Carmarthen and Clandeilo. Or he may have wished simply to ‘improve’ the 

scenery with the addition of a tower from which one could view an ideal 

Picturesque landscape. It was also suggested at the time that he did so in 

memory of Admiral Nelson.   
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Contemporary writers saw the point at once. Carlisle’s Topographical Dictionary 

(1811) gives this description:  

 

‘To heighten the natural Views of this delightful Vale, Sir William is now 

erecting on a conspicuous Eminence, within his Domain, a grand Castellated 

Edifice, designed to honour the Memory of the Immortal Nelson: And from 

which the Prospect will be most extensive and rich.’  

 

Sadly, by the 1960s the tower had become badly dilapidated, and it was just in 

time that Lord Cawdor bought it and gave it to the National Trust, since almost 

immediately afterwards it was struck by lightning and extensive damage done. A 

lengthy programme of repair restored it to its original state, however, so that the 

view could once again be enjoyed from its summit ‘to the greatest advantage.’          

 

Restoration of Paxton’s Tower Lodge 

 

The Landmark Trust bought Paxton’s Tower Lodge in 1966 as part of a scheme 

with the National Trust to preserve the Tower and its surroundings. It was then in 

a very dilapidated state, with a corrugated-iron lean-to against one end and a 

tatty porch. These were taken down, so that only the original structure was left.  

This was probably much as it had always been, at least in the 20th century, with 

two rooms on the ground floor (kitchen/living room and parlour) divided by a 

central passage with board partitions. Above was the single loft bedroom, 

reached by a ladder-like stair and lit by one small window which, as can be seen 

on the plan, we enlarged. The wing running out behind was added by Landmark 

to increase accommodation and incorporate services.  

 

The walls of the cottage are built of rubble masonry with a lot of clay, which is 

easily washed away in bad weather. To prevent this happening, and in 

accordance with local tradition, the exterior has to be limewashed. In spite of this 

the west gable still let in the wet, and a solution was only found in another local 

practice, that of slate-hanging which, although it had not actually been done on 

the Lodge before, we felt to be in sympathy with it. 

 

The fireplace originally had a wide opening under an oak lintel with an oven 

tucked in one side, as one would expect to find in an old cottage or farmhouse. 

Later a range had been inserted, and the intention was to remove this and have 

once again a large open fire. Unfortunately this turned out to smoke so badly that 

it could not be left; instead the small fireplace there now was fitted, and this has 

proved more successful. The slate flagstones making up the hearth are also new, 

but are similar to what might originally have been there. The new floorboards in 

the sitting room are of Cilgerran oak, replacing the tiles that were there before. 

 

The most endearing characteristic of Paxton’s Tower Lodge is its 

straightforwardness, its no-nonsense, Industrial Revolution lack of fuss. We have 

tried to honour this quality in the methods and materials used for its repair and 

ongoing maintenance.   
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Introduction 

 

In the middle of the 18th century the rural population began to increase quite 

rapidly. At the same time a new approach to the housing of this population began 

to take tangible shape as benevolent landowners sought to improve their estate 

workers’ dwellings. The result was the kind of cottage of which Tower Hill Lodge 

is a very good example, whose brothers and sisters were built in great numbers in 

the later 18th century, and throughout the 19th century, in the counties of West 

Wales.  

 

The change was not absolute, of course, and in the poorer and more remote 

areas of Carmarthenshire, for example, the older vernacular tradition continued 

well into the 19th century. Smallholders building a house and byre for themselves 

would still use the thatch, wattle chimneys and rounded quoins that had been 

characteristic of the area for centuries. But closer to the industrial centres and on 

the estates of improving landlords, especially those who had undergone an 

education in Classical architecture, a more progressive attitude towards cottage 

building prevailed.  

 

In this change we can see the result of two rather different forces. The first of 

these was the natural and eventual effect of improvements in the planning of 

houses for the gentry two centuries earlier, through which symmetrical designs, 

with end chimneys, central doorways and evenly spaced windows, became 

popular, and these gradually worked their way down through society. The second 

force was that of the Industrial Revolution, seen in new materials such as finely 

worked slates, and the use of iron bolts rather than oak pegs in the construction 

of roofs. Sawn slates and iron bolts are both found at Paxton’s Tower Lodge, 

which was built in the first half of the 19th century, and it is not unlike the lower 

half of an urban house, transported and given some saving rural touches.   
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The comparative modernity and generous proportions of these buildings also 

reflects a conscious desire for more permanent structures, for greater security 

and comfort. This is borne out by the fact that while relatively few traditional 

peasant dwellings survive in occupation, the Welsh countryside is heavily 

populated with the square, solid, stuccoed farmhouses and cottages of the 19th 

century, still agreeable to live in a century or more later. The continued use of 

stucco’d window openings with iron glazing bars found in the windows of 

Paxton’s Tower Lodge, is particularly characteristic of West Wales where late 

18th-century fashions lasted well into the following century, until they almost 

constituted a revival.  
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Who built the Lodge? 

It seems reasonably certain that the main purpose for building the Lodge was to 

house a caretaker for Paxton’s Tower. This could have been done at the 

instruction of Sir William Paxton, who built the tower; or by his successor at 

Middleton Hall, Edwin Adams. We know Adams employed seventy to eighty 

carpenters in 1841, and he built a large number of new houses on the estate. It 

probably went with a small tenant farm or smallholding, but it continued to house 

the tower custodian as well, as is shown by the following letter from Dorothy 

Stroud to Country Life, drawing attention to Paxton’s Tower in 1954 on the 

bicentenary of the birth of its architect, S. P. Cockerell. She describes the 

approach to it thus:     

‘After climbing a steep lane the visitor stops just short of a farmhouse by a 

notice which reads ‘To Trespass 3d.’ Having settled this little matter at the 

farm, or by perching coins on the gate-post, a further climb of a hundred 

yards or so brings him to the tower and the magnificent views by which it 

truly earns its original title (The Prospect House). ‘ 

 

  

 
 

Sir William Paxton 
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Paxton’s Tower Lodge before restoration. In the 1950s the 

Morgan family lived in the cottage with 17 children, 

cooking on an open fire in the today’s living room. The 

boys slept in the loft above.  
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In the 1950s at least, the layout was a little different from today, as a Log Book 

entry in August 2016 on the Morgan family makes clear. This was written by 

Shirley Morgan and her family (Richard Phillips, Avril Crosland and Andrew 

Crosland)  

‘I last stayed at Paxton Lodge Cottage in the 1950s when it was occupied 

by my Granny Morgan and in its original state and known as Tower Hill 

Farm…. Mary Morgan had 17 children in the cottage. The boys would 

sleep upstairs. The current living room was the main living space with a 

large table and lots of chairs. There were kerosene lamps and everything 

was cooked on an open fire….My father, John Morgan, left aged 14 to join 

the Merchant Navy.’  

 

Photos of Mary and Tom can be found Llanarthney Past and Present in the 

bookcase.  
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The Repair of Paxton’s Tower Lodge by the Landmark Trust 

 

The Landmark Trust bought Paxton’s Tower Lodge in 1966 as part of a scheme 

with the National Trust to preserve the Tower and its surroundings. It was then in 

a very dilapidated state, with a corrugated-iron lean-to against one end and a 

tatty porch. These were taken down, so that only the original structure was left.  

 

This was probably much as it had always been, at least in the 20th century, with 

two rooms on the ground floor (kitchen/living room and parlour) divided by a 

central passage with board partitions. Above was the single loft bedroom, 

reached by a ladderlike stair and lit by one small window which, as can be seen 

on the plan, we enlarged. The wing running out behind was added by Landmark 

to increase accommodation and fit in the necessary services.   

 

The walls of the cottage are built of rubble masonry with a lot of clay, which is 

easily washed away in bad weather. To prevent this happening, and in 

accordance with local tradition, the exterior has to be limewashed. In spite of this 

the west gable still let in the wet, and a solution was only found in another local 

practice, that of slate-hanging which, although it had not actually been done on 

the Lodge before, we felt to be in sympathy with it. 

 

The fireplace also presented problems. This originally had a wide opening under 

an oak lintel with an oven tucked in one side, as one would expect to find in an 

old cottage or farmhouse. Later a range had been inserted, and the intention was 

to remove this and have once again a large open fire. Unfortunately this turned 

out to smoke so badly that it could not be left; instead the small fireplace there 

now was fitted, and this has proved more successful. The slate flagstones 

making up the hearth are also new, but like much else in the house, are similar to 

what might originally have been there.  
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The new floorboards in the sitting room are of Cilgerran oak, replacing the tiles 

that were there before. 

 

The most endearing characteristic of Paxton’s Tower Lodge is its 

straightforwardness, its Industrial Revolution lack of fuss; and it is this quality 

that we have tried to honour in the methods and materials used for its repair and 

ongoing maintenance.  

   

Paxton’s Tower seen from Middleton Hall, whose grounds now hold the 

National Botanic Garden of Wales. 
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Paxton’s Tower 

 

‘Among the numerous improvements made by the late proprietor is an 

elegant tower.’ 

Lewis’s Topographical Dictionary 1845 

 

Paxton’s Tower, the Prospect House, or Nelson’s Tower, as it has variously been 

called, was designed by Samuel Pepys Cockerell (1753-1827), probably before 

1805, and it was his only such work. The tower may not have been started until 

1808, however, and it took some years to build. Various sources describe it as 

still incomplete even in 1822 but this probably applies to detail only, such as the 

stained glass windows depicting scenes from the life of Nelson (now in 

Carmarthen Museum), and the inscriptions over the entrances. 

 

As is usual with such buildings, several stories have grown up about it, and about 

its builder Sir William Paxton (1744-1824). There has also been some speculation 

as to the tower’s designer since the discovery of a faint, unsigned pencil drawing 

of the tower dated 1803, together with another sketch and a plan, among the 

drawings of Samuel’s son Charles (C. R.) Cockerell (1788-1863). C. R. Cockerell 

trained with his father from the age of sixteen and became a renowned architect 

in his own right, but it seems unlikely he designed the tower since he did not 

enter his father’s office until 1805.  

 

Sir William Paxton made his fortune as an East India merchant and as S. P. 

Cockerell was appointed Surveyor to the East India Company in 1806, it was 

perhaps in these circles that the pair first encountered each other.  Various 

motives have been attributed to Paxton for building the tower: one is that he was 

obsessed with a desire to watch a favourite pair of greys drive all the way to 

Tenby. Another suggestion was that having failed to be elected Member of 

Parliament for Carmarthen in a famous election in 1802, and subsequently been 

refused permission by the County Magistrates to build a much-needed bridge 

across the Tywi between Carmarthen and Llandeilo, he turned his energies   
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Samuel Pepys Cockerell by George Dance, 

1793, British Museum 

 

 

elsewhere.  Perhaps Paxton decided to spend an equal amount of money upon a 

different scheme in order to prove himself a man of honour. 

 

To discover the real reason for the tower’s existence you have only to walk up to 

the top of the hill and look at the view, and remember that Paxton was a rich and 

cultivated man bent on ‘improvements’ of all kinds - to the scenery as well as 

everything else. Both he and his architect were fully acquainted with the 

principles of the Picturesque movement, and knew personally two of its foremost 

protagonists, Uvedale Price and Richard Payne Knight. 
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There was a fashion for such Picturesque belvedere towers in the Regency 

period. Broadway Tower in Worcestershire (top) was Capability Brown’s idea, 

and designed by James Wyatt in 1794 as a ‘Saxon’ tower for the 6th Earl of 

Coventry. Haldon Belvedere in Devon (or Lawrence Castle as it was originally 

known after the friend it commemorated - below) was designed in 1788 for 

Robert Palk, another East India man. 
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Above all Paxton himself had come, intentionally, to inhabit an ideal Picturesque 

landscape. It is quite in character with such a man that he should do what many 

in the 18th century and later were doing and build a Gothic tower, ostensibly in 

honour of a hero - and he had met and admired Nelson - but really for pure visual 

pleasure and fun. The list of similar edifices is long but one, triangular Haldon 

Belvedere in Devon, is particularly close in design and Cockerell may well have 

seen it; similarly Broadway Tower by James Wyatt in collaboration with 

Capability Brown may be another source and is closer in date of construction.  

 

Contemporary writers saw the point at once. Carlisle’s Topographical Dictionary 

(1811) gives this description:  

‘To heighten the natural Views of this delightful Vale, Sir William is now 

erecting on a conspicuous Eminence, within his Domain, a grand Castellated 

Edifice, designed to honour the Memory of the Immortal Nelson: And from 

which the Prospect will be most extensive and rich.’  

 

The Reverend T. Rees in the South Wales volume of The Beauties of England and 

Wales considers that  

‘The tower lately erected there ... is entitled to particular mention.’ He 

agrees that the view is prodigious and continues, in admiring tones:    

The exterior form of the building is triangular ... On the ground floor are 

three spacious arches, one in each front, which admit the passage of 

carriages. The next storey is a lofty and sumptuous banqueting room: and 

the upper storey is taken up by a large apartment, designed for a Prospect 

room, whence the surrounding country may be viewed in every direction, 

to the greatest advantage.’ 

 

Sadly, by the 1960s the tower had become badly dilapidated, and it was just in 

time that Lord Cawdor bought it and gave it to the National Trust, since almost 

immediately afterwards it was struck by lightning and extensive damage done. A 

lengthy programme of repair restored it to its original state, however, so that the 

view could once again be enjoyed from its summit ‘to the greatest advantage.’          
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Middleton Hall 

Middleton Hall was also the work of S.P. Cockerell, and was built for Sir William 

Paxton between 1793 and 1795. In the chronology of Cockerell’s buildings it 

came just after Daylesford, built for Warren Hastings, and before Sezincote, 

commissioned by his youngest brother Sir Charles Cockerell. All three patrons 

shared a connection with India; Paxton certainly knew Hastings, and had him to 

stay at Middleton, and it is likely that he knew Charles Cockerell as well.  

 

Paxton was entirely typical of the retired ‘nabob’ ( a conspicuously wealthy 

gentleman who had made his money in India) in his desire to invest in land, to 

improve the value of his new estate through building, draining and planting, and 

to secure a place in local and national government. Also typical was the 

antagonism that he aroused among established families in the pursuit of these 

ends, especially since in Paxton’s case they must rather have felt that they had 

been hit by a whirlwind. No doubt his employment of a London architect, instead 

of a local man, added to the resentment.  

 

Cockerell was already a successful architect in the 1790s. He had been a pupil of 

Sir Robert Taylor, and gone on to obtain good jobs, such as the house for the 

First Lord of the Admiralty, and Daylesford. He had also built several churches, 

and was a founder member of the Architects’ Club.  

 

The hall he designed for Paxton was a typical late 18th-century mansion, Neo-

Classical in its simplicity of proportion and detail, but with the influence of 

Palladianism showing in the rusticated basement, the portico and the steps. It 

was built of stuccoed brick (a fairly early use of this) with Bath-stone for the 

architectural detail, and was situated on a slight rise in a park landscaped with a 

series of lakes and clumps of trees. All in all it was a very fine building for 

Carmarthenshire, the best of its period in the area.  Topographical writers were 

quick to agree.  
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Daylesford (above) and Sezincote (below) were also the work of  

S.P. Cockerell and commissioned by owners who had spent time  

in India. 
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The Reverend T. Rees was among the first to acclaim it in about 1815 as 

‘perhaps the most splendid mansion in South Wales.’ J.P. Neale in 1822 gives a 

fuller description:     

‘The present mansion was built by Mr Cockerell, the architect, and is highly 

creditable to his taste and professional talents. It is a large quadrangular 

edifice, having two principal fronts, the one on the eastern side, the other, 

which is ornamented with a magnificent portico, facing the west. The 

interior is judiciously arranged and comprises several spacious apartments, 

the decorations of which are in every respect highly elegant and 

appropriate.’ 

 

The comprehensive Lewis (1845) also gives it due honour:      

‘Middleton Hall ... occupies an eminence at a short distance from the Vale, 

commanding an extensive and magnificent Prospect over the surrounding 

countryside and is an elegant and spacious structure of Grecian architecture, 

with a noble portico. The grounds are very extensive and laid out with great 

taste.’  

 

By 1840, tastes have changed and Nicholson’s Cambrian Traveller’s Guide has 

reservations:      

‘Middleton Hall is unoccupied and situated south of the valley towards 

Carmarthen, but commands none of its beauties. The mansion was built a 

few years since by Mr Paxton, formerly a banker at Bengal, and has been 

pronounced one of the most splendid specimens of modern architecture in 

Wales; but being unfavourably situated, it is much neglected.’  

 

Elsewhere in the same volume, suffering from a slight misapprehension as to its 

style Nicholson declares that the Hall:      

‘Far eclipses the proudest of the Cambrian mansions in Asiatic pomp and 

splendour. This structure deserves admiration for its external beauty, as well 

as for its internal elegance and decoration; yet our tourist thinks the style of 

its architecture but ill comports with the imposing, though simple, majesty 

of the surrounding country.’  

 

The mansion and its setting were not the only topics available for comment: in 

the park were chalybeate springs (rich in iron, which often produced spectacularly 

coloured rocks), dear to the hearts of travel writers of the period. The Reverend 

T. Rees declares that they are as good as, if not better than, those at Tunbridge 

Wells; he praises Paxton (somewhat unwisely as it turns out) because he had 
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‘with a laudable attention to the accommodation of the public ... erected here 

warm and cold baths, with every suitable convenience for valetudinarian visitors.’ 

He lists the illnesses for which the waters are generally recommended: scrofulous 

complaints, scurvy and other skin diseases, hypochondria, epilepsy, paralytic 

affections, consumption, weakness of the digestive organs and other ‘disorders 

attended by the prostration of strength’; and also those ailments for which such 

waters were positively forbidden: all inflammatory disorders, acute rheumatism, 

dropsy ‘when the strength of the patient is much reduced’ and fixed gout. He 

states that the springs are already much frequented and that their popularity 

would no doubt increase.   

 

Only a few pages later he is, with some embarrassment, taking most of this back: 

he had made a mistake, due to misinterpreting a verbal communication. In reality:      

‘The baths which are there mentioned proved to be but one bath, which 

may, however, be used hot or cold, as it is furnished with the necessary 

convenience for heating the water. This bath is situated within the wall of 

Middleton Hall park and is designed merely for the use of the family. The 

water is however conveyed from the spring in stone pipes to the outside of 

the wall, where  there is a house for the accommodation of visitors, and 

where baths may easily be constructed, should the influx of valetudinarians 

be such as to call for them.’ 

 

 Unfortunately such baths were not constructed, and there remained only the one 

private bath, which had become overgrown by the beginning of the 20th century. 

 

When Paxton died in 1824, the estate was bought by Edwin Adams who, with 

his son and successor Edward (who added the Welsh ‘ap/ab’ to his name, 

becoming Abadam), carried on the work in the grounds and added extensively to 

the house. A black marble bridge was erected over the lake in 1841, and other 

landscape improvements had been made before then.   

 

The Hall itself was vacated for workmen in the early 1840s, to the displeasure of 

the new agent, Thomas Cooke, who was told to move his family into the butler’s 

quarters, instead of his own promised house, so that he could supervise the 
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alterations. These probably consisted mainly of redecoration, with some 

rearrangement aimed to create extra bedrooms, a billiard and smoking room, or 

whatever conveniences were considered essential for comfort at the time.  

 

Also, perhaps, the improvement and enlargement of the kitchens and the annexe 

‘quite near the house’ which, according to Edward Abadam’s daughter, Miss 

Alice Abadam, was where the household staff were accommodated. It also 

contained the estate office and was topped by ‘the great bell, which rang at 6 

a.m. to assemble the workmen.’ The most extraordinary innovation, however, is 

described by HM Vaughan in The South Wales Squires: 

‘Amongst other modernities that he [Edward Abadam] introduced in his time 

at Middleton Hall was a lift, but I only learned of its existence by a curious 

chance. As a young fellow, very shy and callow, I went to stay at 

Middleton, and whilst I was dressing for dinner was startled by an awful 

crash resounding through the house. Rushing out into the passage, I was 

informed by one of the servants that the lift had just broken and fallen from 

top to bottom of the house. Luckily it only contained a mass of luggage, so 

no bones were broken. I do not think it was ever used after that, but at that 

date I am pretty sure it was the only lift in domestic use in Wales.’   

 

The agent, Thomas Cooke, in spite of being so disgruntled with his living 

arrangements, still allowed the Hall to be beautiful, ‘surrounded by the endless 

diversity of hill and dale, wood and water, walks, shrubberies and waterfalls.’ In 

the Reverend J. Jenkins’ Llanarthney; The Parish, its People and Places (1939) 

Miss Alice Abadam gives the following evocative description of the house as it 

was in her childhood:      

‘The reception rooms at Middleton Hall opened each into the other by folding 

doors, so that when occasion required it, the chain of rooms made an 

attractive feature. One or two of them call for special mention. 

 

‘The Dining Room was of a soft pastel green, and round the walls were 

fourteen mural paintings in shades of grey and umber, surrounded by raised 

mouldings of Della Robbia garlands of fruit and flowers, lightly touched with 

gold. 

 

‘The chandelier, with its tiers of crystal pendants, sent out prismatic colours 

of ruby, indigo, emerald and amber, harmonising admirably with the pale   

green walls and the umbered paintings. At each end of the long room were 
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sideboards, filled with white and green cut glass, silver bowls, wine-coolers 

and ebony candlesticks, whilst above hung oil-paintings. 

 

‘On the walls of the alcoves each side of the fireplace were moulded designs 

of thyrsi, [staffs twined with ivy] enclosing a medallion. The white marble 

mantelpiece continued the thyrsus design with its pine-cone terminals, and 

beautifully carved garlands of vine leaves and bunches of grapes. I have 

seldom seen a more beautiful room. 

 

‘The windows opened on a wide balcony, from which the view made a 

perfect picture. Beyond the terrace, gay with flowers, the ground sloped 

down to the water’s edge, where the trees were reflected. In the middle 

distance rose the hill, crowned with Nelson’s Tower, and beyond the woods 

could be seen the far banks of Towy, with further still, the blue hills of the 

horizon. 

 

‘The Drawing Room, which had windows looking, on one side, to the Park, 

and on the other to the water and woods, was a long room in pale amethyst 

colour. Here hung many family portraits. The spaces between the windows 

had medallions of the Graces. 

 

‘The Library, which contained a fine collection of books in several 

languages, was a room of quiet and study, with glass-fronted bookshelves 

under alphabetical letters to aid the researcher, and a set of broad, tall steps 

to enable him to reach the highest shelves. Above the bookshelves were 

some twenty busts of notabilities. The white marble mantelpiece calls for a 

word. On one side was Hermes with his winged cap and caduceus, on the 

other Pallas Athene. In the centre, in high relief, was Urania, observing the 

starry heavens and making calculations, with instruments by her side. On a 

tall mirror over the mantelpiece was a painted scene of the various gods and 

goddesses assembled on Olympus. 

 

‘In the Front Hall was a marble bust of my grandfather; it stood on a marble 

table, and I remember being lifted as a child to kiss it on his birthday. The   

Hall was very lofty and ended in a circular glass opening at the top of the 

house. 

 

‘The roof was more or less flat, and the view therefrom was very fine. It 

was one of my pleasures to creep up to the top of the house to watch the 

sunset, and see the rooks leaving our rookery and winging away to the 

Cawdor woods for the night.’   

 

Sadly, all this was sold by the Abadam family at about the time of the First World 

War, and according to H. M. Vaughan passed ‘to some speculators in real estate, 

is now (1926) uninhabited and falling fast to decay.’ Decay became destruction 
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when a fire gutted the building in 1931. Carmarthenshire County Council bought 

the remains in 1932, and the estate was sold off in separate lots. What was left 

of the house went to more speculators before the Second World War, who let it 

decline further into ruination, and it was finally razed in the 1950s or early 

1960s. The two detached blocks of the stables and the servants’ annexe, both 

converted into cottages and flats, are now all that survive of Cockerell’s work at 

Middleton Hall. 

 

More about the owners of Middleton Hall  

Rees, as ever, provides the necessary information concerning the earlier owners 

of the Hall, who gave it its name: 

‘The present mansion of Middleton Hall is built near an old family residence 

bearing the same name, but now converted into a farmhouse. The 

Middletons of this place were descendants of David, one of the brothers of 

Sir Hugh Middleton, who settled here. They were of considerable 

respectability in the county and connected themselves by marriages with the 

Rices of Newton, the Vaughans of Golden Grove, the Gwyns of Taliaris and 

the Barlows of Pembrokeshire. The family has long been extinct in the male 

line.’   

 

Sir Hugh and his brother David were the sons of Richard Myddelton of Chirk, 

Governor of Denbigh Castle in the mid-16th century. Sir Hugh is famous for 

having provided London with its water supply, for which act a monument 

dedicated to him stands in Islington. A neat link is thus established with Sir 

William Paxton who bought the estate in 1786 from descendants in the female 

line and who installed a new water supply for Carmarthen in 1802, at his own 

expense. 

 

William Paxton was born in 1745 and came from Edinburgh. He went to India in 

1767, becoming in due course Master of the Calcutta Mint. There, according to 

one commentator, he made ‘a princely and honourably acquired fortune.’ He 

returned to Britain while in his forties intent on becoming a country gentleman 

and, according to the same source, ‘happily for this county, had the good taste to 
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be enamoured of it, where he chiefly resides.’ Carlisle’s Topographical Dictionary 

pays him this tribute:      

‘It must be acknowledged that Llan Arthney, formerly so entirely neglected, 

owes its present state of Cultivation and Beauty to the highly meritorious 

and unwearied Efforts of Sir William Paxton.’  

 

No doubt he had plenty of ideas about Government, formed while he was in 

India, and he was keen to enter the British political field immediately. In 1790 he 

was High Sheriff of the County, by 1794 he had been elected a Burgess of 

Carmarthen, and he was Mayor of the Borough in 1802. This was also the year 

of the Lecsiwn Fawr (Great Election) when Paxton contested the county seat for 

the Whigs against the Tory Sir James Hamlyn Williams.  

 

Political antagonism was already strong in Carmarthenshire, with the principal 

families ranged against each other: Dynevor (Tory) against Golden Grove (Whig) 

and so on down the social scale. They carried the feud so far as to hunt separate 

packs: the Blue Coats for the Whigs, the Red Coats for the Tories. When the 

Whigs produced a new candidate in 1802 in the form of Paxton, the struggle was 

epic, often breaking into actual violence in the streets.   

 

The Poll lasted fifteen days and at the end of it the two candidates were borne in 

chairs to hear the result. A very biased correspondent in The Times states that 

Williams’ chair was a miserable affair, whereas Paxton’s was ‘a very elegant 

thing, covered with sky-blue satin, and decorated with oak leaves, gilt tops and 

blue streamers, very tastefully displayed’; also that Paxton was cheered and 

Williams was not, but neither this, nor the astronomical sums of money he is 

reputed to have spent on the campaign, could prevent him from being defeated 

by 1,217 votes to 1,110.    

 

His bill is supposed to have come to £15,690, a huge sum, but understandable 

given that constituency public houses were thrown open for the duration of the 

Poll. Itemized were 11,070 breakfasts, 36,901 dinners, 684 suppers, 25,275 
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gallons of ale, 11,068 bottles of spirits, 8,879 bottles of porter, 460 bottles of 

sherry and 509 bottles of cider. Milk punch cost 18 guineas and even ribbons 

added up to £786. Paxton appealed against the result but without success. 

However, a year later he fulfilled his ambition when J. G. Philipps resigned the 

borough seat to him. In 1806 he transferred to the county seat, only to lose it 

again the following year. He did not regain either seat thereafter.  

 

Besides his work in politics and on the improvement and adornment of his estate, 

Paxton found time to be a director of the Gaslight and Coke Company in London, 

where he also owned property in Piccadilly. Another venture, typical of him and 

of his age, was his attempt to transform Tenby into a thriving seaside resort. He 

once again employed Cockerell as his architect, commissioning him to build a 

Public Bath-House there; he also established a water supply, generally improved 

the streets and built a theatre, which failed, as did ultimately the whole scheme, 

in spite of warm recommendations by visiting writers. 

 

This public-spirited, adventurous and imaginative man died in 1824 and was 

buried in St Martin-in-the-Fields, London. He is remembered in Llanarthney Church 

by a tablet dedicated to him and to his wife.   

 

The next owner of Middleton Hall was Edwin Hamlin Adams, whose family came 

originally from South Wales, but who had been brought up in the West Indies. He 

was considered an eccentric and a radical thinker, although he played a suitably 

conventional role in the county, serving as Sheriff and later as MP. He was 

succeeded in 1842 by his son Edward, who changed the family name to Abadam. 

If the father was thought to be eccentric, the son was genuinely odd, at least in 

the eyes of his land agent Thomas Cooke who, taking up his position in 1841, 

worked under both men. He wrote regularly to his family, describing in detail his 

life in Carmarthenshire, and the miseries of his existence there. The land and 

farms, he said, were run down, in spite of much building and activity, and neither 

landlord nor tenants were prepared to modernise or make improvements. He felt 
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himself ignored by sullenly unco-operative Welsh-speaking farmers and peasantry, 

was exasperated by his employers’ idiosyncrasies, had no permanent home and 

worse still, became involved in the rick-burning and greater dangers of the 

Rebecca Riots (brought about by economic depression and most famous for the 

attacks on the turnpikes, toll-roads that had been introduced to the county by, 

among others, Sir William Paxton). After six years he could take no more and left 

for a secure job as Steward at Berkeley Castle in Gloucestershire.  

 

The slightly self-righteous tone of these letters, which have mostly survived and 

are now in the National Library of Wales, is portrayed very well in the following 

one written to his brother, when he thought that his post was in jeopardy:      

‘My reasons for thinking so are that the life of the elder Mr Adams hangs as 

it were by a mere thread; then I may mention to you, the somewhat 

extraordinary character of his eldest son, the one with whom I have every 

sort of business to contract; he knows but little or nothing of business, 

detests farming, is meanly suspicious of every living creature, is an infidel 

and frequently a scoffer at all religion, is fickle and capricious in the extreme 

and exceedingly irritable - he is all smiles one day and perhaps in a few 

hours will be just the reverse. Judge then, if I hold my situation by any very 

certain tenure. I am however bound to say that he has invariably treated me 

with respect, but if he treats me as I have seen him treat others I would 

leave him, even if I and all my family were driven to the workhouse the very 

next day. He is certainly the most difficult subject that you can well imagine 

or that I have ever had to deal with. He has a younger brother (in Florence) 

with whom he is at ‘daggers drawn’, has a married sister and an unmarried 

one. The whole family believe that there is no punishment hereafter - they 

evidently do not know Sunday from a weekday and never go to any place of 

worship whatever. In politics they are all extreme radicals, violent enemies 

of the Church and particularly to tythes and parsons, never paying any taxes 

but such as they are well aware would soon be enforced.’  

 

However, H. M. Vaughan, who lived nearby, goes some way to counteract this 

extreme view of Edward Abadam, and even has a good word to say for him in his 

book about the area, The South Wales Squires. In this he describes Abadam as ‘a 

remarkable man and in many respects far ahead of his own generation. He had a 

considerable knowledge of archaeology, of heraldry and foreign literature; he 

insisted on French and German tutors and governesses for his family; he was also 
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(rare everywhere in those days and almost unique in his own class) a 

‘vegetarian’, which no doubt shocked the staid Mr Cooke even more.   

 

Edward Abadam’s sons died young so that on his death in 1875 the estate 

passed to a grandson, Major William Hughes, who later sold it to a Colonel W. N. 

Jones, the last recorded owner before the estate was broken up after the fire of 

1931. Curiously, Middleton Hall had itself served as a refuge from the aftermath 

of a fire when the Bishop of St Davids stayed there for two years while his own 

Palace at Abergwili was rebuilt after being burned down in 1903.  
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Some places of interest nearby 

 

Carreg Cennen 

A very satisfying castle, on a crag south-east of Llandeilo. It is pure fairy tale 

from a distance and surprisingly well-equipped on closer inspection, even 

boasting a tunnel going down through the rock to a small natural well in a cave. 

The remains are mostly of the late 13th/early 14th centuries, replacing a 12th-

century Welsh structure. The castle was partly demolished in the Wars of the 

Roses and does not seem to have used for military purposes again, having lost its 

strategic importance perhaps.  

 

Dryslwyn 

The romantic ruins of a 13th-century Welsh castle built on the site of a 

prehistoric hill-fort. It was much celebrated for its situation by painters, writers 

and travellers of the 18th century and later; the overgrown fragments of masonry 

perched on a steep hillock to the north of the river Tywi conformed to all their 

requirements of the Picturesque.  

 

Dinefwr (Dynevor) 

Symbolic stronghold of the Lords Rhys, Welsh princes of the Middle Ages, who 

descended from Rhodri Mawr, ruler of much of Wales in the 9th century. It lies 

just west of Llandeilo and is mainly of the 12th and 13th centuries, with 16th-

century additions by Sir Rhys ap Thomas, supporter of Henry VII and builder of 

Carew Castle in Pembrokeshire. In the 17th century a new house was built 

nearby, now also called Dynevor but formerly also known as Newton to 

distinguish it from its predecessor - until this ceased to be more than a 

picturesque ruin in a park landscaped by Capability Brown, with a pavilion for 

picnic parties built on to one of the towers and artistically clipped festoons of ivy. 

New Dynevor was refaced by R. K. Penson in 1856. The present Lord Dynevor 
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sold the estate in about 1975; the deer park and house now belong to the 

National Trust, while Cadw looks after the castle ruins.  

 

Golden Grove (Gelli Aur) 

Designed by Sir Jeffry Wyatville and built between 1826 and 1832, it can be 

seen to the south of the road from Llanarthney to Llandeilo. It is now an 

Agricultural Training Institute but was historically the seat of the Vaughan Earls 

of Carberry, one of the richest and most powerful families in South Wales in the 

17th and 18th centuries. Richard, the 2nd Earl, was a friend of Jeremy Taylor, 

author of Holy Living and Holy Dying, and sheltered him during the 

Commonwealth years at Golden Grove, where he started a school for the sons of 

local Royalist gentlemen. The last of the line, John Vaughan, died in 1804 leaving 

everything to his friend John Campbell, 1st Baron Cawdor, whose son, created 

Earl of Cawdor, commissioned the present mansion and in whose family it has 

since descended.  

 

Grongar Hill 

Grongar, in whose silent shade,  

For the modest Muses made,  

So oft I have, the evening still,  

At the fountain of a rill,  

Sat upon a flowery bed,  

With my hand beneath my head;  

While stray’d my eyes o’er Towy’s flood,  

Over mead and over wood,  

From house to house, from hill to hill,  

Till contemplation had her fill.  

 

Standing out to the north of Dryslwyn and the river Tywi is the hill thus 

celebrated by the ‘native muse’ of John Dyer in 1726. The poet lived at nearby 

Aberglasney, which can be seen from the hill and is now deserted. To all 

appearances a Georgian house; it incorporates the 16th-century palace of Bishop 

Rudd, whose fine tomb is in Llangathen church. In the early 19th century 

Aberglasney was owned by a Mr Phillips, another East India man, but one who 
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did not make such an impact upon his surroundings as did his neighbour, William 

Paxton. 

 

Llanarthney Church 

The base of the tower is 13th-century and some of the rest of the building is 

15th-century, with a slight reconstruction of 1682. It was then much restored 

and altered in 1826 when the south arcade was removed and the aisle became 

one with the nave, forming an unusually wide, conventicle-type chamber. The 

furniture and windows were renewed in 1877. The stone slab in the porch is 

incised with a wheel cross and dates from the 11th or early 12th century; it is 

inscribed in French and Latin and possibly commemorates a border chief of that 

period called Moreiddig Warwyn. In the church is a medallion on which are the 

heads of Sir William and Lady Paxton.  

 

Llandeilo 

The market town of the Vale of Tywi, dominated by the park of Dynevor. 

Pleasant terraced houses and lots of chapels. It boasts a bridge by the 

Shrewsbury architect, Edward Haycock, completed in 1848 at a final cost of 

£22,000. Haycock was called in after the County Bridge Surveyor had run into 

difficulties over it. The span is 145 feet, the whole achieved in a fine single arch 

which rises to a height of 38 feet. The church has a 13th-century tower, but was 

restored rather dully by G. G. Scott in 1850. 
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National Botanic Garden of Wales 

This, the first national botanic garden to be created in the UK for more than 200 

years, opened in May 2000 in the grounds of Middleton Hall. Twice the size of 

the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, its centrepiece is Norman Foster & Partners’ 

Great Glasshouse, the world’s largest single-span construction, which provides a  

Mediterranean-type climate for some of the planet’s most endangered species. 

 

In 2017, the Heritage Lottery Fund awarded the National Botanic Garden of 

Wales £6m towards the restoration of the Grade II listed Regency landscape to its 

18th-century design by Samuel Lapidge. He had worked for Capability Brown as a 

draughtsman and surveyor and was commissioned by Sir William Paxton in the 

1790s to design the landscape and gardens with interconnecting lakes, cascades, 

bridges, sluices and dams. These innovative water features will be brought back 

to life for today’s visitors to enjoy.  
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Further reading 

The Beauties of England and Wales: South Wales, Reverend T. Rees 

Views of Seats, volume 5, J. P. Neale (1822) 

Nicholson’s Cambrian Traveller’s Guide (1840) 

Topographical Dictionary Carlisle (1811) 

Topographical Dictionary for Wales, S. Lewis (1845) 

History of Carmarthenshire (Lloyd) 

Houses of the Welsh Countryside, Peter Smith (1975, 2nd edition 1988) 

The South Wales Squires, H. M. Vaughan (1926, reprinted 1988) 

The Rebecca Riots, David Williams (1956) 

Llanarthney; The Parish, its People and Places, Reverend J. Jenkins (1939) 

The Carmarthenshire Historian volume IV (1967): ‘Samuel Pepys Cockerell’,  

P. K. Crimmin 

The Welsh History Review (1977): ‘The land agent in 19th-century Wales’,  

R.Colyer 
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Extract from The South Wales Squires, H. M. Vaughan, 1926 
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